GO FISH
A Musical of friendship and fun!

Dear Parents and Students,
We have begun working on our 1st grade musical! Below you will find your student’s
part highlighted. I am asking that each parent be in charge of their student’s costume, I
have also included costume ideas. Please remember that these are only ideas and are not
required costumes, if you have different ideas for making fish costumes go for it. Please
also be working with your student to help them memorize their line/lines if they have a
script attached to this letter. Our 1st grade musical, “GO FISH”, will be performed at
OTMS in the gym on: Thursday, March 3 at 7:00 PM. I will send more information
home as the date approaches!
Katie Stroud
Vocal Music
Overland Trail Elementary
kstroud@bluevalleyk12.org
Card Sharks:
Blue Shark: Dressed all in blue with a dorsal fin strapped to his back.
Mako Shark: Dressed in gray with a fin strapped to his back.
Hammerhead Shark: Complete with a dorsal fin and perhaps a hammer on his hat, or
lots of hammers hanging from his belt. Or you could create a funny headpiece that
resembles the head of a hammer out one ear and the claw part of the hammer out of the
other.
Tiger Shark: The littlest shark that wants to be friends with everybody. He could have a
lion-type mane around his face and some stripes in his costume.
Zebra Fish: A fish with spots. Yes, spots…this zebra has spots!

Octopus: a seven-legged Octopus. Stuff nylon stockings or leotards for the rest of the
legs and fasten them around the waist like a belt.
Blow Fish: a fish with allergies; all puffed up with stuffing and carrying an inhaler.
Tuna Fish: A fish that can’t carry a tune with a yellow tail. Could add some musical
notes and clef signs to the costume.
Star Fish: An out-of-work actor fish wearing a headdress with the points of a star. And a
boa, jewelry, long white gloves, a formal gown, a tiara as though she were about to attend
a world premier.
Needle Fish: A needler who pokes people when he talks to them. A pair of fake kitting
needles through a headdress. (fake because real could hurt someone).
Angel Fish: A nice reasonable fish with angel wings and a halo.
Electric Eel: A long line of students, linked together by placing their left hand on the
right shoulder of the person in front of them. The head person does the talking. Dressed
from head to toe in black.
Clown Fish: Jokesters. Dressed like regular clowns…orange and white and black colors.
Sea Horses: Dressed in cowboy hats and riding stick ponies. Some sea horses will be in
the sea horse dance, others will have a line.
Crabs: Dressed in red/orange clothes, with antennas sticking out of their heads. They
wine a lot!
Red Snappers: These students snap their fingers to the beat and are dressed in red.
Sword Fish: These students guard the Great White Shark. They are dressed like knights
and carry fake swords (look at Hobby Lobby for fake swords).
Great White: The oracle of the ocean. Dressed in White this student will carry in front
of them a circular piece of cardboard, painted white with two large eyes on it. (Cut a hole
for the student to speak through).
Gold Fish: Dress in gold.
Stingrays: Dress in either brown, blue or dark grey (sting ray colors). Have a tail and
eyes on the top of head. Be creative!
Sea Catfish: Dress like a cat. Be creative, add catfish whiskers.
Box Fish: Dress in one single color and then wear a box!

Rainbow Fish: Dress in all colors of the rainbow! Add fins. Be creative!

